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Ultrafast, high-efficiency single-photon detectors are among the most sought-after elements
in modern quantum optics and quantum communication. However, imperfect modal matching
and finite photon absorption rates have usually limited their maximum attainable detection
efficiency. Here we demonstrate superconducting nanowire detectors atop nanophotonic
waveguides, which enable a drastic increase of the absorption length for incoming photons.
This allows us to achieve high on-chip single-photon detection efficiency up to 91% at
telecom wavelengths, repeatable across several fabricated chips. We also observe remarkably
low dark count rates without significant compromise of the on-chip detection efficiency. The
detectors are fully embedded in scalable silicon photonic circuits and provide ultrashort
timing jitter of 18 ps. Exploiting this high temporal resolution, we demonstrate ballistic photon
transport in silicon ring resonators. Our direct implementation of a high-performance single-
photon detector on chip overcomes a major barrier in integrated quantum photonics.
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S
ingle-photon detectors (SPDs) with high detection effi-
ciency have a crucial role in modern quantum optics and
information science that utilize photonic qubits as informa-
tion carriers1. The availability of fast photon-counting detectors
with close-to-unity efficiency is a prerequisite for measurement-
based quantum computation2–4, quantum key distribution5 and
will also significantly enhance the throughput of optical quantum
communication systems6,7. On a more fundamental level, highly
efficient SPDs will also allow for loophole-free Bell experiments8
and guarantee that protocols based on quantum nonlocality
outperform their classical counterparts9. The need for high-
efficiency photon detectors has recently become ever more
pressing as quantum computation and communication
applications come into reach of current technology, which is
evident from recent progress in developing integrated photonic
circuitry10,11. However, universal and scalable quantum
computation is possible with single photons and linear optics
only if efficient qubit measurements can be performed. At
present, low-photon detection efficiencies limit the success
probability of quantum gate operations, and therefore the
scalability of quantum optical circuits. Both the generation of
highly entangled graph states for one-way quantum
computation12 and the measurement-induced multi-qubit
operations in teleportation-based schemes2 crucially rely on
large numbers of high-efficiency SPDs, which to date are still
realized off-chip. Therefore, a scalable and efficient detector
architecture is highly desirable to move beyond few qubit
operations.
Current SPDs are typically available as stand-alone units,
whose system efficiency includes the detector’s intrinsic detection
efficiency as well as potential losses due to fibre coupling, material
absorption outside the detector, reflection and so on. Therefore,
the combined system efficiency is generally lower than the
detection efficiency. For chip-based quantum optical circuits,
however, a key parameter is the detection of single photons
already propagating inside the waveguides, which we denote here
as the on-chip detection efficiency (OCDE) to contrast with the
system efficiency. To achieve high efficiency for on-chip photon
detection, a fully integrated SPD is highly desirable because
otherwise interfacing with a stand-alone detector will lead to
unavoidable coupling losses.
Besides efficiency and scalability, high temporal resolution is
another key feature required in quantum optics and quantum
information processing. The manipulation and processing of
photon qubits at gigahertz rates is becoming a necessity for
quantum computers and quantum communication systems to
pace up with their classical counterparts13. SPDs combining high
efficiency with high speed will lead to improved performance of
active feed forward14,15, which is an essential element of cluster-
state quantum computing and error-correction schemes, as well
as entanglement manipulation and quantum communication
over longer distances with higher bit rates16. Similarly, a major
challenge in integrated quantum photonics lies in reliably
discriminating alternative optical paths for generating time-bin
or path entanglement where picosecond time resolution is
desired. Current state-of-the-art SPDs are still far away from
reaching such a combination of high speed and efficiency. Silicon
avalanche photodetectors, which are widely used for visible light
detection, have, at best, quantum efficiency (QE) of 70%,
accompanied by significant dead time (465 ns)17 and rather
high timing jitter18. Although single-photon measurement in the
visible spectrum is important for a wide range of applications,
efficient detectors in the near-infrared and telecom wavelength
region are necessary to employ the modern optical fibre
infrastructure for quantum communication purposes. Indium
gallium arsenide SPDs can count telecom wavelength region
photons but usually have only moderate QE (B10–25%)19.
Furthermore, such detectors are plagued by high noise (dark
counts) and must run in gated mode. So far the best contender in
terms of QE is the transition edge sensor20. Unfortunately, these
devices have limited speed and must be operated at millikelvin
temperatures. Alternatively, nanowire superconducting SPDs
(SSPDs) offer high internal QE and low-timing jitter21 at liquid
helium temperatures. Fibre-coupled devices made from niobium
nitride (NbN) nanowires have already successfully been used to
perform quantum optical measurements when coupled to on-
chip photonic devices22, and thus illustrate their potential for
non-classical single-photon applications. However, because of
limited absorption of incoming photons under vertical
illumination, fibre-coupled SSPDs provide maximum system
efficiency on the order of 30% (ref. 23), while also not supporting
a scalable platform.
Here we present a travelling wave24 integrated SPD that
operates at 1,550 nm wavelength with high OCDE, high-speed
and low-timing jitter. Therefore, the device combines all the
essential features required for high-speed integrated quantum
optics. In contrast to existing SPDs, our approach is fully scalable
and embedded in a silicon photonics framework, thus allowing us
to fabricate hundreds of devices on a single chip. With on-chip
optical ring resonators, we are able to resolve the delay of ballistic
photon transport with unprecedented temporal resolution, and
therefore showcase the outstanding jitter performance of our
detectors. Because of the coupling loss occurring at the optical
input to the chip, the overall system efficiency of the detector is
reduced as compared with the high OCDE. This is a result of the
employed grating coupler design, which, however, could be
optimized for high-efficiency coupling25 or replaced with other
low-loss coupling techniques (0.5–0.7 dB)26,27. Although this
feature currently limits the use of the detector demonstrated here
for free-space applications, it does not affect the use of our
detector design for integrated photonic circuits.
Results
Principle and design of waveguide coupled SSPDs. SSPDs
provide very good internal QE, meaning that the conversion of
absorbed photons to electrical signals is highly effective. There-
fore, the overall detection efficiency is usually limited by the
absorption rate of the device. Traditional SSPDs absorb incoming
photons under normal incidence. Hence, the detector absorption
length is determined by the thickness of the superconducting thin
film. This implies that only a fraction of the photon flux is
absorbed because the film is normally only several nanometres
thick. Resonant cavities have been employed to enhance the
absorption by virtually prolonging the interaction length28.
However, this approach inevitably reduces the detector optical
bandwidth, and the obtainable QE is eventually limited by the
quality of the deposited end mirrors and the coupling conditions
to the cavity.
Here, in contrast, we employ the travelling wave geometry
shown schematically in Fig. 1a to maximize the waveguide-
detector interaction length, and thus obtain strong photon
absorption. Photons propagate along silicon waveguides in an
on-chip photonic network towards the detector region. The
aspect ratio of the waveguides is designed to only support the
fundamental quasi-transverse electric mode at 1,550 nm and
prevent waveguiding of transverse magnetic polarized modes. In
the detection area, the silicon layer is covered with a
superconducting NbN thin film of 3.5 nm thickness, which
couples evanescently to the guided optical mode. From high-
resolution atomic force microscopy measurements, we obtain a
mean surface roughness of 1.6 Å, indicating that the film
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thickness is highly uniform (see Supplementary Fig. S1). To
achieve hot-spot formation upon photon absorption, the NbN
thin film is patterned into two narrow wires, having a wire width
of 100 nm (70 and 85 nm in another design) and a wire spacing of
120 nm. Light from an external laser source is coupled into the
chip using focusing grating couplers (Fig. 1b), pink triangles,
guided along low-loss photonic waveguides, and further split into
two paths: one path leads towards the detector and the other path
is directed to a control port. After passing through the detector,
any residual light is collected into an additional output port
(labelled residual light port in Fig. 1b). Thus, for the purpose of
initial detector screening, the photonic circuit allows us to
estimate absorption losses from the NbN wires by measuring the
light coupled out on the residual light port relative to the light
extracted from the control port. In the scanning electron
micrograph (Fig. 1b, inset and also Supplementary Fig. S2), the
NbN structures are discernible as the light regions, located on top
of the silicon photonic circuitry, as also highlighted in the second
zoom-in scanning electron microscope inset. In addition to the
optical ports, metal radio frequency (RF)-contact pads are used to
extract the detector signal from the chip, as shown in the upper
half of Fig. 1b.
Characterization of the detector absorption rate. The absorp-
tion properties of the detector are first analysed numerically with
three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simu-
lations as shown in Fig. 1c. The fundamental optical mode of a
750 110 nm2 silicon waveguide is launched from the left
towards the NbN detector region (light structure in the centre of
the image). Figure 1d displays the supported single transverse
electric optical mode. In the presence of the NbN thin film, the
evanescent tail of the guided optical mode is coupled strongly to
the superconducting wires. In this case, the optical fields are more
tightly confined to the detector wires, as shown in the inset of
(Fig. 1e), with significant field enhancement at the NbN sides.
This coupling leads to strong absorption of the incoming wave, as
presented in the log-plot of the modal intensity in (Fig. 1c). From
the optical simulation, we obtain 10.1±0.2 dB attenuation within
a 10-mm long waveguide with NbN wires on top, or 1 dB
attenuation per mm of detector length. The FDTD simulations
also reveal no appreciable reflection (o 28 dB) from the onset
of the meander structure. This is a result of the near-adiabatic
transition from the bare silicon waveguide to the NbN-covered
waveguide section, where the ultrathin NbN layer compared with
the underlying silicon layer gives an area ratio of 1:118. Because of
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Figure 1 | Design of the travelling wave SSPD. (a) Principle of the travelling wave SSPD: a sub-wavelength absorbing NbN nanowire is patterned atop a
silicon waveguide to detect single photons. (b) Optical micrograph of a fabricated device showing the optical input circuitry, RF contact pads and the SSPD.
The control and residual ports are used for calibration purposes. Inset: zoom into the detector region with an scanning electron microscope image showing
the single loop device layout. Scale bar, 250mm. (c) FDTD simulation of the absorption characteristics of the detector. The propagating intensity is
displayed in a logarithmic scale. (d) The simulated field distribution of the optical mode in the silicon portion of the waveguide. (e) The modal pattern with
NbN wires on top. The inset shows the optical field concentration around the NbN wires. (f) Measured absorption spectra of detectors with lengths varying
from 5 to 40mm in dependence of wavelength. (g) The detector attenuation in dependence of length, measured as the ratio of power between the residual
port and the control port, exhibits a slope of 0.98 dBmm 1.
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the large area mismatch between silicon and NbN, the real parts
of the effective refractive index (as obtained from COMSOL
simulations) of the bare and NbN-covered waveguides are iden-
tical within 0.4%. Therefore, the optical mode experiences a
negligible change in spatial expansion, resulting in a smooth
transition between the two regions.
The simulated absorption characteristics are then investigated
experimentally by measuring photon absorption for detectors of
varying length. We characterize the optical attenuation of the
device shown in Fig. 1b using a low-temperature cryostat setup
configured with a RF probe and a fibre array (see also
Supplementary Fig. S3). A photonic chip containing 60 devices is
mounted on a movable three-axis stage (Attocube Systems) that is
hanging under a 1-K pot inside a helium-4 cryostat. After device
cool down, we use a tunable laser source (New Focus 6428) to
scan the transmission properties of the optical circuits with
continuous wave (CW) light. The light at the control port and the
residual light port are detected simultaneously with two external
low-noise photoreceivers. In Fig. 1f, we show the measured
absorption spectra for a range of devices with total detector length
varying from 5 to 40 mm. As shown in the scanning electron
microscope image in the inset of (Fig. 1b), each detector com-
prises two wires in series; therefore, the length of the NbN wires
on top of the waveguide is roughly twice the length of the
detector. To obtain the data traces, the input laser is operated in
swept wavelength mode, and the transmission through the device
is continuously recorded. The absorption spectra are measured
over the bandwidth of the grating couplers from 1,520 to
1,555 nm. An almost flat absorption profile (Fig. 1f) shows that
the detector is wavelength insensitive over the measured coupler
bandwidth. Small variations in the transmission profile are due to
the dispersion and loss properties that are commonly found in
nanophotonic waveguides. The noise fluctuations in the lowest
traces are a result of the photodetector’s noise floor. The
attenuation increases exponentially with increasing detector
length, as also predicted from the numerical simulations in
Fig. 1c. The absorption of the detector film can be extracted from
the attenuation-length dependence as shown in Fig. 1g, revealing
an attenuation of 0.98±0.10 dB per micrometre detector length.
Despite the fact that we did not use the simulation results to
extract any parameters for the experimental characterization of
our devices, the measured results are in good agreement with the
simulated absorption rate (blue triangles in Fig. 1g). From the
linear fit of the measured attenuation, we find that a detector with
a length of 20mm provides 497% absorption of the incoming
light.
Calibrated measurement of the OCDE. The performance of our
SPDs is assessed in terms of detection efficiency, dark count rate
and timing jitter7. To obtain reproducible results and to know the
statistical spread of the device performance across independent
fabrication cycles, we analyse several fabricated chips, each
equipped with multiple devices. Before analysing the detector
itself, the measurement setup is calibrated in terms of
transmission and device deviation (see Supplementary Methods
and Supplementary Figs S4–S7). We fabricate detectors with
varying length and width to evaluate the dependence of the
OCDE on the detector geometry. The detector counting rates are
measured from 1.7 to 4.2 K. Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of
the OCDE as a function of detector length and bias current,
measured at 2 K. The critical current Ic is measured to be 28.2 mA
for typical 100-nm wide devices, slightly higher than in fibre-
coupled SSPDs (typically on the order of 20–25 mA (refs 23,
29–31); also see Supplementary Figs S1 and S8). The detection
efficiency in the figure refers to the probability of photon
absorption within the on-chip circuit, and has therefore been
corrected for the insertion loss, which is obtained in real time
from the control port. The count rate is monitored over extended
periods of time to correct for counting errors during the
measurement. We show measured results for detectors with
detector lengths between 20 and 40mm. Furthermore, in addition
to the length, we also vary the meander width between 70 and
100 nm. The results are combined from three independent
fabrication and measurement runs, where detectors I and II
were extracted from one chip, III and IV from a second and V
from a third fabricated sample. The best OCDE out of all the
examined devices on the chips is obtained for a 20-mm long
device with a meander width of 100 nm (labelled as device III). In
this case, we obtain maximum OCDE up to 91% at a bias current
of 99% Ic, which is close to the expected value for the designed
optical absorption of 20 dB. We can repeatability obtain high
detection efficiency from detectors with other widths and lengths.
For instance, device I (70 nm wide, 40 mm long, orange symbol)
and detector IV (100 nm wide, 30 mm long, green symbols) show
a maximum OCDE of 88% and 87%, respectively. Also included
in Fig. 2a is a detector with less ideal performance in terms of
OCDE (detector II, 85 nm wide, 30mm long, grey triangles). On
the measured chips, we do not find apparent improved OCDE for
detectors with increased length, which is most likely due to a
higher probability of fabrication imperfections for longer wires.
For comparison, we also present the detection efficiency
measured for an alternative, more conventional meander wire
detector design (device V, purple markers in Fig. 2a) where the
detector wires are laid out in a traditional meander structure (see
Supplementary Fig. S9) with a total meander length of 600 mm. In
this case, we encounter increased scattering loss and thus reduced
detection efficiency of 3% at the highest bias current.
In the travelling wave-detector geometry, we observe a
monotonic increase of the OCDE when the bias current is
increased, consistent with previously reported results. Detectors
with narrower meanders show a wider saturation plateau with
increasing biasing current (70 nm width, detector I)32, whereas
the wider devices barely show a saturation behaviour (100 nm
width, detectors III and IV)23,29,33. The observed behaviour
reflects the dependence of the internal QE on the bias current,
which then relates to the OCDE as OCDE¼AEQE, where AE
is the absorption efficiency of the detector. Because the use of the
travelling wave geometry allows us to strongly increase the
photon coupling between waveguide and NbN nanowire, the total
detector length is significantly shorter than in traditional
detectors, which absorb photons under normal incidence. The
combination with high-absorption efficiency as demonstrated in
(Fig. 1f) provides therefore the ingredients for the observed high
OCDE.
Detector dark count rate and noise-equivalent power (NEP). In
addition to the OCDE, we measure the dark count rate as a
function of biasing current as presented in (Fig. 2b). The dark
count rate shown is obtained for the detector II, which has the
best performance in terms of dark count rates among all the
detectors we sampled. Data shown are results for base tempera-
tures between 1.7 and 4K. At the lowest temperature, we find for
a bias current of 99% Ic, a maximum dark count rate of 50Hz.
This value compares favourably to fibre-coupled SSPDs, which
typically approach kilohertz dark count rates when reaching Ic
(refs 23,34–36). The low dark count rate is a result of the
drastically reduced device length compared with fibre-coupled
SSPDs23,36. Higher numbers of dark counts occur at elevated
temperatures, consistent with previously reported SSPDs23.
However, we note that included in the unwanted detection
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events are also counts due to unshielded ambient background
light, such as possible leakage through the fibre cladding. Because
the detection rates are close to 1MHz when determining the
detection efficiency, the measured detection efficiency in our
devices close to Ic is not significantly affected even for the
detectors with higher dark count rates in the kilohertz range.
We summarize the measurement results for the detectors
shown in Fig. 2 in Table 1. We compare the detector performance
in terms of detection efficiency, dark count rate and the resulting
NEP, which is defined as NEP¼ hv
ffiffiffiffiffi
2Rd
p
DE , where hv is the energy of
photon and Rd is the dark count rate. For a bias current of 92% Ic,
we find a best NEP of 1.1 10 19WHz 1/2 for the 85-nm wide
and 30-mm long detector. For comparison with off-the-shelf
detectors, we also include the derived system efficiency (which is
the OCDE reduced by the coupling loss and the additional loss at
the 50/50 splitter), as well as the system NEP (which is increased
with respect to the on-chip NEP due to the lower system
efficiency).
The electrical pulse profiles for four 100-nm wide detectors of
different lengths are shown in (Fig. 3a). In order not to distort the
pulse profile, we employ high-bandwidth electrical amplifiers
with a 3-dB bandwidth of 15GHz. In Fig. 3a, we show pulse
traces resulting from 64 averages of individual pulses.
An exemplary single shot trace is shown in the inset of Fig. 3a.
By carefully optimizing the electronic setup, as well as by using
electrical amplifiers with a low-frequency cutoff after-pulsing is
avoided, as shown in the inset in Fig. 3a. After an initial fast rise
time, as shown on the right side of Fig. 3a, the decay time
extracted from these profiles increases linearly with detector
length as shown in Fig. 3b, which is expected because of the
increase in kinetic inductance37. Because of the smaller kinetic
inductance of shorter detectors, the relaxation time of the
detector is significantly reduced. For the shortest detector of
10-mm length, we measure a decay time of 455 ps and a full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 505 ps. For the longest detector, the
decay time increases to 1,392 ps, paired with a FWHM of
1,226 ps. From the measured decay time, we extract the kinetic
inductance of the fabricated NbN wires. Using a 50-O load
resistance RL given by the impedance of the RF transmission line
for the device readout, the kinetic inductance Lk is given as
td¼ Lk/RL (ref. 37). Normalized to the wire length, we obtain a
value of 0.91 nH mm 1, which is consistent with literature results.
By using short detector geometries, we are therefore able to work
in a sub-nanosecond pulse regime. Sub-nanosecond pulse width
implies that detection rates in excess of 2GHz may be achieved
with our detectors. Because of the high critical current values
reached in the fabricated devices, latching phenomena are not
observed during our measurements.
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Figure 2 | SSPD on-chip detection performance. (a) OCDE of fabricated devices as a function of detector length and normalized biasing current, after
correction for coupler and 50/50 splitter loss. The measured devices have meander widths between 70 and 100 nm. The best OCDE of 91% is obtained for
a 20-mm long and 100-nm wide detector (detector III) at 99% of the critical current. For comparison, a meander-type detector (MMI) is also measured
with a peak detection efficiency of 3%. Inset: a linear plot of the high-biasing current region, showing the monotonic increase of the detection efficiency
towards Ic. The overall system efficiency of the devices, however, is reduced by the coupling loss at the input grating coupler and 50% intensity reduction at
the 50/50 splitter. (b) The detector dark count rate measured as a function of biasing current for the grey curve in a (detector II). Shown are data for three
different temperatures between 1.7 and 4K. At 99% Ic, the minimum count rate is 50Hz.
Table 1 | Comparison of the performance of fabricated detector devices.
Length (lm) Width (nm) OCDE (%) Dark count rate
(at 99% Ic, Hz)
Best NEP
(WHz 1/2)
System
efficiency (%)
System NEP
(WHz 1/2)
40 70 88 453 2.2 10 19 @ 0.86 Ic 2.11 9.2 10 18
30 85 53 50 1.1 10 19 @ 0.92 Ic 1.27 4.6 10 18
30 100 87 6274 4.3 10 19 @ 0.83 Ic 2.09 8.7 10 18
20 100 91 5886 2.5 10 19 @ 0.82 Ic 2.19 1.0 10 17
NEP, noise equivalent power; OCDE, on-chip detection efficiency.
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Timing performance of waveguide SSPDs. We next use the
detector III to determine the timing jitter of the signal from the
NbN wires to evaluate the detector performance for optical buf-
fering and time-domain multiplexing (see Methods). We first
determine the intrinsic instrument jitter by employing an elec-
trical self-referencing method (splitting the same electrical pulse
in two) and extract the jitter from the Gaussian fit to the mea-
sured data. With the oscilloscope, we obtain intrinsic jitter of
o1 ps, whereas the PicoHarp300 yields significantly higher
instrument jitter of tph¼ 19 ps. The high-speed oscilloscope is
then employed in start-stop configuration. The attenuated laser
output is split with a fibre 50/50 splitter before being fed into the
on-chip devices. The light from one arm of the splitter is fed into
a high-speed photodetector with 20GHz bandwidth to provide a
stable trigger (start) signal. The light from the second arm is fed
into the on-chip detector devices, and their electrical output is
used as a ‘stop’ signal for the jitter analysis. The oscilloscope is
run in histogram mode with a time-window size of 200 ps, pro-
viding high temporal resolution at a sampling rate of 20GHz. The
oscilloscope provides a built-in function for jitter measurement
and allows for true picosecond histogram resolution. The oscil-
loscope used during the measurements provides 6GHz band-
width at an input impedance of 50O, which provides thermal
noise of 70.4 mV rms at 300K. From the pulse front shown in the
right panel of Fig. 3a, we measure a maximum slope of 8 psmV 1
(before the electrical amplifier). Therefore, the instrument-limited
jitter resolution is predicted to be 20.7 ps at FWHM (further
details in the Supplementary Methods). The measured jitter value
of the device is then the jitter between consecutive pulses and is
shown in (Fig. 3c) by the blue squares. Fitting the data with a
Gaussian function yields a jitter value of 18.4 ps. The measured
jitter value is close to the Johnson noise-limited jitter and is on
par with traditional fibre-coupled SSPDs, where best values of
o18 ps have been reported36,38. To further verify that the jitter
signal is not limited by the bandwidth of the electrical amplifiers,
we measure the jitter in dependence of the analogue bandwidth of
the amplifier set as shown in (Fig. 3d). Even for low bandwidth of
1.4 GHz, the oscilloscope yields a reduced jitter value of 30 ps.
Increasing the amplifier bandwidth above 10GHz leads to a
converged jitter estimate of 18.4 ps. Beyond 10GHz, the electrical
bandwidth is limited by our cryogenic cables and the detector’s
impedance mismatch to 50O circuits.
Ballistic photon transport in silicon micro-ring resonators. The
high QE and fast detector response of our detector enable time-
domain multiplexing in integrated photonic circuits. This opens a
way for high-fidelity manipulation of multiple optical qubits on
chip. To demonstrate the applicability of the SSPDs to fast
on-chip single-photon measurements, we examine variable
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shortest detector. Inset: single shot measurement curve. The right side shows the initial slope of the pulse in dependence of detector length. (b) The
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photon-delay from a micro-ring resonator. The device used in the
experiments is shown in (Fig. 4a). Two sets of input grating
couplers are used to provide measurement capabilities of the
micro-ring resonator in both through and drop port configura-
tion. The optical output from one of the drop lines is split with an
on-chip 50/50 splitter and fed into a grating output port and an
integrated SSPD (shown in the inset of Fig.4a). The input
waveguides are coupled to a ring resonator of 5.8mm in length.
The optical resonator is laid out in a meander form with a radius
of 25 mm at the bends to reduce the covered chip area. The
bending loss induced at the turning points is small and does not
severely compromise the optical quality factor because we are
employing silicon waveguides with a high refractive index con-
trast. The width of the waveguides is fixed at 750 nm, which
provides measured propagation loss of 4.3 dB cm 1. Because the
final devices comprise a waveguide lengtho1mm (excluding the
ring resonators), the propagation loss due to surface roughness is
not significant for device performance.
The ring resonator can be used in the overcoupled or under-
coupled regime by varying the gap between the coupling wave-
guide and the ring. When the gap is small, the resonator is
strongly coupled to the feeding waveguide, and thus a significant
portion of the input light is transferred into the ring. The light
circulating within the ring is, in turn, coupled out efficiently as
well. Thus, the circulating intensity drops quickly over time, as
illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 4b. This strong coupling
reduces optical quality factors because the cavity is overloaded.
We measure the transmission spectrum in the through port with
a tunable laser source to assess the quality factor of the ring.
Results for an overcoupled device with an input gap of 100 nm are
shown by the purple curve in Fig. 4b. Because of the large cir-
cumference of the ring resonator, the free spectral range is small,
leading to dense transmission dips at the optical resonances in the
spectrum. Fitting the dips with a Lorentzian function yields a
quality factor of 14,000 in the overcoupled case (orange curve in
Fig. 4b). When the coupling gap g is increased, less light is
coupled into and out of the ring resonator. Therefore, light
circulating inside the ring decays slower and produces elongated
pulse trains when the ring is excited with a pulsed laser source
(Fig. 4c). We measure improved optical quality factors around
24,000, as shown in Fig. 4c, with the blue markers (the red line
denotes the Lorentzian fit to the resonance curve) for a device
with increased coupling gap of 200 nm.
We then analyse the ring parameters in the time domain with
our low jitter SPDs. The optical circuit is excited with attenuated
picosecond laser pulses, and photon-detection events are regis-
tered with the on-chip SSPD. The detector is biased far enough
from the critical current (86% I/Ic) to yield good detection effi-
ciency (B15%) at low dark count rates (o1Hz). The traces are
recorded in the drop port (through port traces are also recorded,
see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. S10). For
the overcoupled ring resonator, we measure the time-domain
trace shown in Fig. 4d. The photons circulating inside the ring
resonator quickly decay from the cavity, so that only two peaks
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are discernible in the linear plot of the arrival time histogram.
A third peak is barely visible above the detector count background
in the log-plot shown in the inset of Fig. 4d. We can obtain the
decay time of the ring resonator from the position and height of
the peak amplitudes, which amounts to 19.3 ps in an exponential
fit to the data. Converted into the spectral domain, the decay time
corresponds to an optical quality factor of 11,900, which is in good
agreement with the measured spectral value. The decay from the
cavity is slowed down when we consider an undercoupled device
with a coupling gap of 200nm. In this case, we are able to observe
four consecutive pulse fronts in the time-domain trace. Fitting
peak positions with an exponential function reveals a decay time
of 37.1 ps corresponding to a spectral width of 67 pm or equiva-
lently an optical quality factor of 22,900. The positions of the pulse
peaks are separated by a delay time of 72.7 ps, which is determined
by the length of the ring resonator and the group index of the
waveguide profile. The group index value measured from the
spectrum is 3.58, close to the simulated value of 3.6. The corre-
sponding delay time of 69 ps is likewise in good agreement with
the measured value.
Discussion
The demonstrated on-chip performance of our fast and high-
efficiency SSPD opens a road for integrating tens and hundreds of
such devices on a single chip. It will allow for the realization of
densely packed integrated photonic circuits for quantum
information processing and quantum communication applica-
tions. The unique combination of high OCDE with increased
detector bandwidth and time resolution makes the device
especially valuable for high-fidelity manipulation and evaluation
of quantum states of light on a chip, in both spatial and temporal
domains. The use of silicon for device fabrication offers
additional advantages in comparison with integrated photonic
circuits realized on silica-based substrates because of its large
refractive index contrast. Therefore, the overall size of quantum
photonic circuits can be drastically reduced and combined with
other electronic components that are already developed on silicon
substrates. Although the detectors demonstrated here were
analysed in the telecom band, the detection wavelength range
can in principle be extended towards the band-edge limited
transmission window of silicon down to 1,100 nm with adjusted
grating couplers. Furthermore, by moving to an alternative
material system, such as silicon nitride, we anticipate that our
detectors can also be used at visible wavelengths. In future
devices, the coupling loss into the devices can be further reduced
using advanced grating coupler implementations25 or low-loss
fibre coupling techniques26,27, which would then also increase the
overall system efficiency of the detectors.
We also expect exciting applications by exploiting integrated
SSPDs for photon buffering using silicon-based photonic circuits.
With 4.3 dB cm 1 loss waveguides, we were already able to resolve
four round trips of photons in a 5.8-mm ring. Because the length of
the waveguides leading to the detectors is on the order of a few
hundred micrometres, the overall propagation loss is well below
1dB. Recent progress in complementary metal oxide semiconductor
level nanofabrication has enabled fabrication of ultra-low loss
waveguides with propagation loss on the order of 0.1 dBm 1 (ref.
39). Although there are technical challenges to interface such
waveguides with our detectors, in principle, it is possible to delay
photons for many round trips without experiencing loss in rings of
similar dimensions as the devices demonstrated here. Such a low-
loss delay line also brings photon number resolving detectors within
reach, which ideally complement recently demonstrated transition
edge detectors40 and nanowire detectors on gallium arsenide
waveguides33, yet with the benefit of much higher QE and speed.
To address the ultimate desires of the quantum communica-
tion community, the detection speed of our travelling wave
detectors can be increased further into the tens of gigahertz by
reducing the length of the NbN-covered waveguide, at the cost of
somewhat lower detection efficiency. This will eventually allow
for bringing quantum cryptography close to the speed of
conventional telecommunication equipment.
Methods
Device fabrication and measurement setup. Our detectors and integrated optical
components are realized on commercially available silicon-on-insulator wafers
with a buried oxide thickness of 3 mm and a top silicon layer of 220-nm thickness.
The silicon top layer is thinned down to 110 nm by oxidation and subsequent wet
etch in buffered oxide etch. NbN thin films of 3.5-nm thickness are deposited by dc
reactive magnetron sputtering in an argon and nitrogen atmosphere. The NbN thin
film was deposited directly on cleaned SOI substrates without the use of an
intermediate buffer layer. The maximum values of the critical film parameters
(Tc and jc) are reached at the discharge current value of 300mA, a partial nitrogen
pressure of 1.7 10 4mbar and a substrate temperature of 850 1C. The argon
pressure proved to have no substantial effect on the film deposition rate or the film
composition. Thus, the pressure level was set to a level allowing for maintaining a
stable discharge (4.5 10 3mbar). At these conditions, the deposition rate,
defined as the ratio of the film thickness to the deposition time, was 0.5 nm s 1.
The as-deposited films were characterized by the surface resistance RS¼ 500O/sq,
critical temperature Tc¼ 10–11K, superconducting transition width DTcB0.3 K
and critical current density jc¼ 6 to 7 106A cm 2 measured at 4.2 K.
Optical photolithography using a double-layer lift-off resist (Shipley 1805þ
LOR5A) is utilized to define contact pads and alignment marks. E-beam eva-
poration of 5 nm chromium and 200 nm gold is performed, and the contact pads
are formed by lift-off in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). A first e-beam litho-
graphy step is carried out on an EBPG 5000þ 100 kV system using hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) e-beam resist to define the detector structures. A timed
etching step in inductively coupled reactive ion etching using CF4 chemistry is
performed to etch through the NbN layer. Subsequently, a second e-beam litho-
graphy is employed to define optical circuitry. The sample is then etched by
inductively coupled reactive ion etching in chlorine plasma to define the wave-
guiding structures in the top silicon film.
Coherent pump light is launched into the chip from a swept wavelength diode
laser (New Focus 6428) combined with two optical attenuators (Tektronix
OA5002), which provide up to 60 dB of optical signal reduction each. The trans-
mitted light from the device is recorded with a low-noise, high-frequency photo-
detector (New Focus 1554-B) for wavelengths around 1,550 nm. Optical pulses are
generated using a lithium niobate high-speed electro-optical modulator (Lucent
2623NA) combined with a pulse generator (HP8133a). For the ring-down mea-
surements, a Pritel fibre laser with a pulse width o1 ps and a period of 12.5 ns is
employed. The central pulse wavelength can be tuned over the telecom C-Band
from 1,532 to 1,565 nm, which is used to match the input wavelength to the central
wavelength of the on-chip grating couplers. The SSPDs are current-biased with a
battery-powered current source (LakeShore 101) and a bias-T. Two electrical
amplifiers with varying analogue bandwidth (by RF-Bay and Picosecond Labs) are
used to elevate the electrical signal by up to 47 dB. For use with the PicoHarp300,
an inverting 15GHz amplifier (Picosecond Labs 5828) is used. The time-domain
signal is recorded on an oscilloscope (Agilent Infiniium 54855A).
Calibrated measurement of the OCDE. We employ a layout with designated
calibration devices positioned in the measuring area. The calibration coupler
devices are used to gather the statistical spread of the coupling loss for a fibre-to-
chip spacing of 100 mm, which is achieved after establishing electrical contact with
the chip through the RF probes (see Supplementary Fig. S7). From the measured
devices, we obtain a coupling loss at the point of maximum transmission of
 13.1±0.7 dB. We also determine the spread of the average transmission loss over
the bandwidth of the grating coupler (about 30 nm), which amounts to
 16.4±0.6 dB. The average transmission is only important for ultrafast jitter
measurements where picosecond laser pulses are employed (the optical bandwidth
is 2.9 nm for a 1.2-ps pulse). Despite of the coupler variations from chip to chip, the
power extracted from the two output ports on the same device are identical within
0.2 dB (5%) in the absence of detectors. Thus, the actual optical power coupled into
a particular nanophotonic waveguide can be determined with higher precision.
After measuring the overall loss through the nanophotonic device, the on-chip
optical power is estimated from the calibrated input optical power after the
attenuators using the measured coupling efficiency. Before the transmission mea-
surement, the actual attenuation of the input power is calibrated at higher optical
input powers as well as at single-photon levels (see Supplementary Methods). The
detection efficiency is then obtained by measuring the count rate of the on-chip
SSPDs using the PicoHarp Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting (TCSPC).
The integrated circuit is first optically excited using a CW laser source tunable
over the telecom C-band (for devices with high dark count rates near Ic, we utilize
modulated CW light to avoid interference of dark counts with the true counts, see
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Supplementary Methods). The optical power fed into the photonic circuit is
measured with a calibrated power metre before adding controllable attenuation.
We fixed the input optical power at 100 mW ( 10.15 dBm). Subsequently, cali-
brated optical attenuation of 72.6 dB is added using the cascaded attenuators.
Details of the attenuator calibration are provided in the Supplementary Methods
and Supplementary Figs S4 and S5. Then the coupling loss into the device under
test is measured on the control port using a calibrated photodetector (NIST cali-
bration traceability number: 844/279415-10/2). Taking into account the input loss
occurring at the input grating coupler, as well as the loss due to the on-chip 50/50
splitter, the resulting total photon flux travelling along the waveguide leading to the
on-chip detector is estimated to be B1million photons per second. The detectors
are current-biased with a low-noise battery-powered current source close to the
critical current. Two cascaded high-bandwidth electrical amplifiers are used to raise
the electrical signal for use with a PicoHarp300 TCSPC system (by PicoQuant).
Measurement uncertainty of the OCDE. The uncertainty in the determination of
the detection efficiency mostly results from a worst-case estimate of the spread of
on-chip optical power. We estimate an overall one-sigma uncertainty in the
waveguide optical power of sd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2cp þs2sp þs2cr
q
¼ 16% due to the coupler
variation (scp¼ 15%) and the power splitter (ssp¼ 4.0%), as well as the mea-
surement error of the count rate using the PicoHarp300 (scr¼ 5.5%). The uncer-
tainty in the coupling efficiency is highly overestimated and meant to provide an
upper bound, because the coupler variation is significantly reduced within one
e-beam writing field (o5%). The actual coupling loss for the measured device can
be determined precisely on the control port, which is in the same writing field as
the input coupler and detector (see Supplementary Methods). Because fabrication
imperfections are often not described by a Gaussian distribution, here we employ
the worst-case estimate of the uncertainty in coupling efficiency in order not to
underestimate the error in the detection efficiency.
Jitter measurement with a TCSPC. For comparison with the jitter obtained with
the oscilloscope, we also show the jitter measurement obtained with the Pico-
Harp300 (green circles in Fig. 3c). In this case fitting, the measured time-resolved
coincidence counting rate with a Gaussian function yields a jitter value of
tm¼ 50 ps. However, the real detector jitter is shadowed by the PicoHarp’s
instrument timing jitter. Therefore, the estimated SSPD jitter extracted from the
PicoHarp300 amounts to tSSPD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2m  t2ph
q
¼ 46 ps (ref. 37). Contributions to the
rather high jitter value result from variation in the discriminator value of the
PicoHarp300, as well as the relatively high noise value of the fused broadband
inverting amplifiers used by the PicoHarp. Furthermore, the PicoHarp300 cannot
be used in TTTR mode in our case because of the high repletion rate of the pulsed
laser source, which also contributes to increased jitter values.
Numerical simulation of the detector absorption. We employ the commercial
FDTD package OmniSim by Photon Design, using a multi-processor simulation
environment. The detector area is meshed with a grid of 2 nm, thus allowing for
accurate sampling of the waveguides and the absorbing thin film. The optical
properties of NbN are modelled as a multi-pole Drude–Lorentz material, fitted to
experimental data taken from Hu41. Absorption results in (Fig. 1c and g) in the
main text are obtained by exciting the optimized structure with a CW light source
at 1,550 nm and monitoring the intensity of the propagating optical power along
the waveguide.
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